SECTIONAL COMPONENTS
Our sectionals are composed of the following pieces: a “corner” chair; a “rounded corner” chair; an “armless” chair; a “left-arm” chair, chaise, or sofa; and a “right-arm” chair, chaise or sofa. Each component is named by the position of the arm as you face the piece.

For Restoration Hardware Home sectionals, please visit restorationhardware.com or contact a store or customer service associate.
SECTIONAL SET CONFIGURATIONS

Restoration Hardware Outdoor & Garden sectionals are modular, with pieces sold individually (see above) to let you create configurations that best suit your needs.* Add extra armless pieces for longer sectionals, or use chairs or chaises instead of sofas as end pieces for shorter sectionals.

Right-Arm Sofa Chaise Sectional
Consists of (L to R):
1 Left-Arm Sofa, 1 Armless Chair and 1 Right-Arm Chaise

Left-Arm Sofa Chaise Sectional also available

L-Sectional – Long
Consists of (L to R):
1 Left-Arm Sofa, 1 Corner Chair, 1 Armless Chair and 1 Right-Arm Sofa

L-Sectional – Short
Consists of (L to R):
1 Left-Arm Chair, 1 Armless Chair, 1 Corner Chair and 1 Right-Arm Chair

* For Restoration Hardware Home sectionals, please visit restorationhardware.com or contact a store or customer service associate.